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The purpose of this study was to investigate an information theoretic approach to feature selection
for computer-aided diagnosis~CAD!. The approach is based on the mutual information~MI ! con-
cept. MI measures the general dependence of random variables without making any assumptions
about the nature of their underlying relationships. Consequently, MI can potentially offer some
advantages over feature selection techniques that focus only on the linear relationships of variables.
This study was based on a database of statistical texture features extracted from perfusion lung
scans. The ultimate goal was to select the optimal subset of features for the computer-aided diag-
nosis of acute pulmonary embolism~PE!. Initially, the study addressed issues regarding the ap-
proximation of MI in a limited dataset as it is often the case in CAD applications. The MI selected
features were compared to those features selected using stepwise linear discriminant analysis and
genetic algorithms for the same PE database. Linear and nonlinear decision models were imple-
mented to merge the selected features into a final diagnosis. Results showed that the MI is an
effective feature selection criterion for nonlinear CAD models overcoming some of the well-known
limitations and computational complexities of other popular feature selection techniques in the
field. © 2001 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1418724#
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embolism
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I. INTRODUCTION

Feature selection is the process of choosing a subset of
tures relevant to a particular application. During the select
process, a decision criterion is used to remove irrelevan
redundant features. Extensive research has led research
appreciate the importance of feature selection when deve
ing computer-assisted diagnostic~CAD! tools. Optimized
feature selection reduces data dimensionality and potent
removes noise, thus resulting in CAD tools that are not o
more accurate but also more robust. Several CAD appl
tions have demonstrated the positive impact of optimiz
feature selection.1–8

The most popular feature selection algorithm utilized
CAD is the stepwise linear discriminant analysis,9 borrowed
from linear statistics. It is designed to reduce the dimensi
ality of the feature vector by selecting in stepwise fashion
features that maximize the linear separability of the out
classes. Intuitively though, a feature selection techni
based on linear assumptions is not necessarily the opt
data preprocessing approach, particularly when the redu
feature set will be fed into a nonlinear decision algorith
such as the backpropagation neural network~BP–ANN!.
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Consequently, weight pruning techniques10 and genetic
algorithms11 have been proposed for feature selection w
BP–ANNs as promising alternatives better tailored to
nonlinear nature of ANNs. Weight pruning techniques a
based on the assumption that features connected
weights that are close to zero can be eliminated. With la
data sets, the weight pruning approach can be computa
ally expensive because the network needs to be fully trai
before any pruning occurs. A more popular and effect
choice in CAD is the genetic algorithm~GA!. GAs are a
form of artificial intelligence inspired by the biological pro
cess of evolution. The basic approach is to create a pop
tion of randomly selected combinations of features. Ea
combination is considered a possible solution to the fea
selection problem. Through the theory of natural select
and genetic recombination these solutions evolve into fut
populations where only diagnostically important combin
tions of features survive. The GA’s main advantage
their ability to investigate many possible solution
simultaneously.11 Although successful, GA algorithms ar
computationally very demanding, particularly as the num
of available features increases.

The purpose of this study is to explore an informati
23948„12…Õ2394Õ9Õ$18.00 © 2001 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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theoretic approach to the feature selection problem for C
applications. The approach utilizes the mutual informat
~MI ! concept as the feature selection criterion. By definiti
MI measures the information content of a given feature w
regard to the decision task at hand.12 Theoretically, the MI
criterion offers three major advantages over oth
techniques.12 First the MI measures general statistical dep
dence between variables, contrary to the linear correla
coefficient. Second, the MI is invariant to monotonic tran
formations performed on the variables, contrary to linear
mension reducers such as principal component analysis
nally, the MI feature selection approach is independent of
decision algorithm, thus reducing computational complex
contrary to GAs.

The concept of mutual information has been applied
medical image processing, particularly for image registrat
tasks.13–19However, the application of MI as a feature sele
tion criterion has been rather limited. In 1994, Battitiet al.
presented the application of MI for pattern recognition us
simulated data and benchmark databases.20 In 1996, Zheng
et al. applied MI for feature selection to perform pattern re
ognition using a radial-basis neural network.21 Recently, Last
et al. presented an information-fuzzy neural network for fe
ture selection.22 The study evaluated the impact of their fe
ture selection technique on the diagnostic performance
decision tree.

The focus of this paper is to demonstrate the applica
and impact of the MI criterion for feature selection wh
developing texture-based CAD tools for the automated d
nostic interpretation of medical images. Texture analy
methods produce a set of features with numerical values
have inherently different diagnostic significance. These v
ues are assembled in a feature vector for texture chara
ization. Often, the feature vector is prohibitively larg
Therefore, feature reduction is critical to optimize the dia
nostic performance and robustness of the final CAD to
Our study is based on a database of texture features extra
from perfusion lung scans for the diagnosis of acute pulm
nary embolism. The ultimate goal is to develop a CAD to
that utilizes the smallest possible number of texture featu
without sacrificing diagnostic performance. Given this ima
database, we aim to apply and evaluate the effectivenes
the MI criterion in improving the feature selection proce
compared to other techniques extensively utilized in CAD

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Definition of the mutual information concept and
its properties

Mutual information~MI ! is a basic concept in informatio
theory. It is a measure of general interdependence betw
random variables.12 Specifically, given two random variable
~r.v.! X andY, the mutual informationI (X;Y) is defined as
follows:

I ~X;Y!5H~X!1H~Y!2H~X,Y!. ~1!
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 12, December 2001
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H( ) is the entropyof a random variable and measures t
uncertainty associated with it. For a continuous random v
ableX, H(X) is defined as

H~X!52E p~x!log2 p~x!dx. ~2!

If X is a discrete r.v.,H(X) is defined as follows:

H~X!52( p~X!log
2

p~X!. ~3!

In both casesp(X) represents the marginal probability di
tribution of r.v. X. Based on the above formulas, it is appa
ent why the entropy is often considered a measure of un
tainty. As an example, let the r.v.X represent the presence o
a diseaseD. If there is no uncertainty about disease prese
@p(X5D)51, p(X5D̄)50# or disease absence@p(X5D)
50, p(X5D̄)51#, then the entropyH(X) equals zero. If
however, there is high uncertainty about the presence or
sence of disease@p(X5D)5p(X5D̄)50.5#, then the en-
tropy H(X) equals 1. Generally, if any one ofN diseases are
equally possible@p(X)51/N#, thenH(X) achieves its maxi-
mum value~log2 N!. This value represents the highest po
sible uncertainty about the r.v.X.

Using the Bayes rule on conditional probabilities, Eq.~1!
can be rewritten as

I ~X;Y!5H~X!2H~XuY!5H~Y!2H~YuX!. ~4!

Several observations can be made based on Eq.~4!. H(X)
measures thea priori uncertainty of the r.v.X. H(XuY) mea-
sures the conditionala posterioriuncertainty ofX after Y is
observed. The mutual informationI (X;Y) measures how
much the uncertainty ofX is reduced ifY has been observed
It can be easily shown that ifX andY are generally indepen
dent, thenH(X,Y)5H(X)1H(Y). Consequently their mu-
tual information is zero, i.e., observingY does not reduce the
uncertainty ofX. If, however,X5Y then I (X;X)5H(X).
Therefore, the entropy is also called self-information.

Since mutual information makes no assumptions ab
the nature of the relationship between variables, it is qu
general and often regarded as a generalization of the lin
correlation coefficient. If, however,X and Y are Gaussian
random variables, it has been shown that their MI is a sim
transformation of their linear correlation coefficientr:23

I ~X;Y!52 1
2log~12r2!. ~5!

The concept of mutual information can be easily expande
include more than two random variables. According to t
chain rule,12 the joint mutual information~JMI! between a
set of features~X1 , X2 , X3 ,...,XN! and the outcomeY ~i.e.,
diagnosis! is

I ~X1 ,X2 ,X3 ,...,XN ;Y!5(
i 51

N

I ~Xi ;YuXi 21 ,Xi 22 ,...,X1!.

~6!

JMI was introduced to describe how much the informati
provided by the feature vector~X1 ,X2 ,...,XN! decreases the
uncertainty about the r.v.Y. Given a large set of features,
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is expected that some of them may be dependent on
other. Therefore, selecting features based on their individ
MI with the output can produce subsets that contain inform
tive yet redundant features. JMI is a more appropriate fea
selection criterion since it can provide an optimal subset
contains not only the most relevant but also the least red
dant features.

B. Estimation of the mutual information

This section describes the techniques employed in
study to estimate the mutual information between rand
variables. The MI between two random variablesX and Y
~i.e., a texture feature and the PE diagnosis, respectiv!
was estimated using the histogram approach. Accordin
this method, the probability density function of each varia
is approximated using a histogram. Then, the MI can be
culated according to the following equation:

I ~X;Y!5(
x

(
y

P~X,Y!log2

P~X,Y!

P~X!P~Y!
, ~7!

where the summations are calculated over the appropria
discretized values of the random variablesX and Y.12 For
each histogram bin, the joint probability distributionP(X,Y)
is estimated by counting the number of cases that fall int
particular bin and dividing that number with the total numb
of cases. The same technique is applied for the histog
approximation of the marginal distributionsP(X) andP(Y).

The number of bins selected is a critical issue. In the p
several investigators have used a fixed number of bins c
sen empirically. We chose to formalize the approach us
the Gaussianity rule that was recently applied in spe
processing.24 With non-Gaussian data it has been propos
that log2 N111log2(11k̂AN/6) is the proper number of bin
for histogram estimation, wherek̂ is the estimated kurtosis.25

Sincek̂50 for Gaussian distributions, the proper number
bins is log2 N11 for Gaussian data according to Sturge
rule.25 Furthermore, since the distribution for the values
each feature are not knowna priori, the range of values is
divided into equal segments. For consistency, we calcula
the meanm and standard deviations of each feature. Then
the interval@m22s,m12s# was divided into the predeter
mined number of equal segments. Any rare points fall
outside the predetermined interval were assigned to the
treme left or right bins when calculating the histograms. T
above rules were followed consistently for all feature
Clearly, the random variable representing the diagnosi
discrete by nature. Each possible value~0 or 1! represents the
absence or presence of disease, respectively.

The estimation of the JMI between a set of features
the PE diagnosis is more complex. Given a set ofN features,
there are 2N possible subsets. An exhaustive search requ
that the JMI is estimated for each one of the possible subs
For example, with only 12 features, there are 4096 poss
feature subsets to be considered. The feature subset tha
the maximum JMI with the output variable is the optim
one. As the number of selected features increases, expo
tially more data samples are required for reliable JMI e
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 12, December 2001
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mation. Consequently, two heuristic approaches have b
proposed for the task.20,21 These techniques are based
selecting features in a stepwise mode so that each new
ture selected has the highest individual MI with the outp
and the lowest possible JMI with the preselected featu
Both methods start by selecting the single featureXi that has
the highest MI with the output variableY. At each selection
step, method A proceeds by selecting the candidate fea
Xj that maximizes a weighted difference

I ~Xj ;Y!2b(
k

I ~Xk ;Xj !, ~8!

wherek represents preselected features andj represents the
candidate features.20 Parameterb takes values between 0.
and 1.0 and its optimal value is determined empirically. T
alternative method B proceeds by selecting the candid
feature Xj with the smallest Euclidean distance from th
point of maximum I (Xj ;Y) and minimum (kI (Xk ;Xj ),
wherek represents again preselected features.21 It should be
emphasized that both techniques are suboptimal and as
they are not guaranteed to provide consistently a better s
tion to the feature selection problem.

C. Application in CAD

The MI-based feature selection techniques were app
for the computer-aided diagnosis of acute pulmonary em
lism ~PE!. The application was based on a database of
patients who underwent ventilation-perfusion scintigrap
due to suspicion of acute PE. The nuclear studies were
formed and interpreted according to the PIOPED protoco
Duke University Medical Center.26 Forty-one out of the 45
scans were identified as nondiagnostic for PE based on
original PIOPED criteria.27 It should be noted that the differ
ential diagnosis of PE in the selected patient sample wa
particularly challenging task. The majority of the patien
lungs ~84/90! had perfusion defects related to a variety
lung diseases often coexisting with pulmonary emboli
~i.e., obstructive lung disease, pleural effusion, atelecta
and parenchymal opacities!. Thus, invasive pulmonary an
giography was necessary to establish diagnosis. The pres
of PE was angiographically confirmed in 13 patients a
excluded in 32 patients. Furthermore, 18 out of the 90 lu
were identified as having perfusion defects related to PE

The same image database has been utilized before f
study focusing on the fractal properties of the perfusion lu
scans.28 The present study aims to analyze the same ima
using statistical texture features. The study focused only
the posterior view of the perfusion lung scans analyzing e
lung separately~for a total of 90 lungs!. Initially, the natural
edge of the normal lung was manually outlined by an ex
rienced nuclear medicine physician. Then, texture anal
was performed on each outlined lung to extract several
tures. These texture features were based on the spatial
level dependence~SGLD! matrix that describes local inter
actions of pairs of image pixels by taking into account th
distance and angle direction.29,30 By changing the distance
and direction between the pixel pairs when defining the s
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tial relationship, different SGLD matrices can be co
structed. For our study, SGLD matrices were formed
three distances~d51,2,3 pixels! and four directions~u50°,
45°,90°,135°! for a total of 12 SGLD matrices. Twelve tex
ture parameters were calculated from each SGLD matrix
weighted combination of the matrix elements. The text
parameters are known as Haralick’s texture measures
include angular second moment, contrast, correlation, v
ance, inverse difference moment, sum average, sum v
ance, sum entropy, entropy, difference entropy, and two
formation correlation moments.29,30 The total number of
features was 144.

It has been shown before that as the dimensionality of
feature vector increases so does the bias introduced in
development and diagnostic evaluation of the CAD tool.31,32

This bias can be a serious concern with limited databa
such as in our case. In an effort to reduce potential bias,
study focused on only 12 texture features. Specifically,
each one of the 12 Haralick features~i.e., second angula
moment, contrast, etc.! we formed the average across all d
tances and directions considered. Then, we focused on d
oping a CAD tool based on only those 12 ‘‘average’’ fe
tures. The CAD was designed to detect PE in a given lung
a perfusion lung scan. Therefore, each patient lung was
scribed by 12 texture features and it was treated as a sep
sample case. The overall objective was to maximize C
performance while utilizing the smallest possible number
the available texture features.

D. Performance evaluation

The MI- and JMI-based algorithms described before w
applied to the PE dataset to select diagnostically ‘‘inform
tive’’ texture features. For comparison purposes, we also
formed the popular stepwise linear discriminant feature
lection. All selection techniques were performed on t
entire dataset before any decision modeling was attemp

Briefly, the stepwise linear discriminant analysis beg
by selecting the feature with the largest difference in
mean values between the two classes. The difference is m
sured by the one way analysis of varianceF statistic.9 Sub-
sequently, the next feature is added so that it improves
discrimination power of the model in combination with th
existing finding. When a feature is entered into the statist
model, only its linear correlation with the pre-entered fin
ings is considered. In addition, at any step, no finding can
removed. The selection process continues for as long as
discrimination power of the model improves. The final res
of the stepwise selection process is a subset of feature
dered in terms of importance. Conceptually, the stepwise
ture selection is similar to JMI approximation technique d
scribed before. They are both iterative processes and at
step they select the next important feature based on the
already selected. The difference lies in how they measure
statistical relationship between the candidate feature and
pre-entered features.

The selected features were then merged into a final d
nosis using a linear and a nonlinear decision model. T
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 12, December 2001
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linear model was the linear discriminant analysis~LDA !. The
nonlinear model was an artificial neural network~ANN!. The
network had a three-layer, feed-forward architecture an
was trained using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm33

This algorithm has been shown to train feed-forward n
works significantly faster than the usual gradient desc
backpropagation algorithm. The number of input nodes v
ied depending on the number of texture features selected
the diagnostic task. The number of hidden nodes was de
mined empirically and it was found that four hidden nod
worked well. The output layer had a single node with targ
values 0 if PE was absent and 1 if PE was present.
results were based on the leave-one-out cross validation s
pling scheme. The ANN experiments were performed w
MATLAB software ~The Math Works, Inc., Natick, MA!.
The stepwise feature selection and linear decision mo
were implemented with SAS/STAT software~SAS Institute,
Inc., Cary, NC! using the processes STEPDISC and DI
CRIM with the CROSSVALIDATE option.

The comparison of the MI-based vs the stepwise lin
discriminant feature selection techniques was designed
test the hypothesis that a nonlinear feature selection te
nique is better suited to a nonlinear decision model. In ad
tion, a GA-based feature selection was performed in com
nation with the ANN decision model. Comparing the M
based feature selection technique to the GA will he
demonstrate any potential benefits of using one techni
over the other with ANNs.

The GA feature selection approach has been descr
before.3,6,7 Generally, it starts with a large population o
combinations of features, each one attempting to optim
CAD performance in a given database. The population
called a generation. Each feature combination is called
chromosomeand represents a different solution to the featu
selection problem. The chromosomes are copied to form
new population of chromosomes based on theirfitness func-
tion. The fitness function measures the ‘‘quality’’ of the chr
mosome. For this application, an appropriate fitness func
is the Receiver Operating Characteristic~ROC! area index
achieved by the ANN that utilizes the particular feature co
bination represented by the chromosome. The higher
ROC area index of the ANN, the greater the probability th
the chromosome will survive and contribute to the next g
eration. Consequently, the expected relative frequency
chromosome in the new population is proportional to its
ness function~i.e., roulette wheel selection!.11 The replicated
chromosomes undergo ‘‘crossover’’ so that components fr
the better performing chromosomes can be combined. M
tion can also take place by the occasional alteration o
randomly chosen gene. The above sequence of selec
crossover, and mutation continues until a best-perform
feature combination emerges. The application of the GA f
ture selection technique is very time-consuming becaus
requires training and testing of several ANNs for many ge
erations. Custom software written in the C programming la
guage was used to implement the GA algorithm. The s
ware ran on an UltraSPARC workstation~Sun Microsystems,
Mountain View, CA!. The GA search was implemented fo
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50 generations. Each generation contained 100 chro
somes. The crossover rate was set at 50% and the mut
rate was set at 0.1%. For each chromosome, an ANN
implemented and evaluated using the leave-one-out c
validation sampling scheme.

Diagnostic performance was measured based on R
area indices. We used the ROCKIT software package de
oped by Metzet al. at the University of Chicago~http://
www-radiology.uchicago.edu/krl/toppage11.htm! to fit ROC
curves to the output responses of the decision models im
mented in this study.

III. RESULTS

A. Non-Gaussianity of the texture features

To determine the number of bins required for the his
gram estimation of the MI and JMI, we first tested wheth
the distribution of each feature is Gaussian. Several te
niques have been proposed for testing the Gaussianity
dataset. For this particular study we tested the normali
skewness and normalized kurtosis.34 The null hypothesis for
the above test is that a set of observations follows the Ga
ian distribution if the normalized skewness and normaliz
kurtosis of the data follow the standard Gaussian distribu
N(0,1). The normalized skewness and normalized kurto
are defined as follows:

S5
1

A6Ns3 (
i 51

N

~xi2 x̄!3, ~9!

K5
1

A24Ns4 (
i 51

N

~xi2 x̄!42A3N

8
, ~10!

whereN, x̄, s are the sample size, sample mean, and sam
standard deviation. At the significance level ofa50.05, the
critical values for the standard Gaussian distribution
61.96. Table I reports the normalized skewness and kurt
for each one of the 12 texture features of our dataset. As
table shows several features display non-Gaussian prope
because the absolute value of either their normalized sk
ness, normalized kurtosis or both exceed the critical va
1.96. Depending on if a feature is Gaussian or not, we

TABLE I. Normalized skewness and kurtosis for all features considered.
ues that fail the Gaussianity test appear initalic.

Features Skewness Kurtosis

F1 : Angular second moment 2.05 0.48
F2 : Contrast 22.40 2.73
F3 : Correlation 25.19 3.77
F4 : Variance 20.12 20.51
F5 : Inverse difference moment 2.71 1.06
F6 : Sum average 21.00 0.09
F7 : Sum variance 0.03 20.55
F8 : Sum entropy 22.71 0.98
F9 : Entropy 22.91 0.98
F10 : Difference entropy 23.41 1.45
F11 : Information measure of correlation-1 20.06 1.52
F12 : Information measure of correlation-2 23.87 2.61
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 12, December 2001
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lowed the formulas presented in Sec. II B to calculate
optimal number of bins. For our dataset, the number of b
ranged between 5 and 10. Furthermore, since our dat
consists of a mixture of Gaussian and non-Gaussian R
exploring the mutual information criterion as a feature sel
tion technique is strongly justified. If there are diagnostica
important relationships among the non-Gaussian featu
then the MI can potentially capture them more efficien
than the linear correlation coefficient.

B. MI between a feature and diagnosis

Figure 1 shows the mutual information between each f
ture and the diagnosis. The estimation is based on all av
able cases of the dataset. Clearly, featuresF10, F9 , andF5

stand out as the most ‘‘informative’’ ones for the diagnosis
PE. This is quite interesting since individual ROC analy
shows that featuresF2 andF11 are the most predictive of PE
with independent ROC area indices ofAZ(F2)50.7360.06
and AZ(F11)50.7060.06, respectively. The remaining fea
tures showed individual ROC areas close to chance beha
ranging between 0.51 and 0.60~Fig. 2!.

C. Impact of feature selection technique on CAD
performance

Table II summarizes our results. The table displays
subsets of features selected using the stepwise linear
criminant technique and the MI-based techniques. For e
subset, the table shows the ROC area index achieved by
linear decision model~LDA ! and the nonlinear ANN when
they were used to merge the same subset of features in
final diagnosis. The table presents results for up to six
lected features. The diagnostic performance of both decis
models degraded as the number of selected features
creased more than six.

When all 12 features are included, both the LDA and t
ANN have clinically unacceptable diagnostic performan
although the ANN~AZ50.6460.07! appears to perform bet

l-

FIG. 1. The mutual information between each texture feature and diagn
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ter than the LDA~AZ50.5360.07!. The difference howeve
was not statistically significant, primarily due to the sm
number of positive cases.

It is apparent that the MI- and JMI-based techniques
lected features very different from the ones selected with
stepwise linear technique. The different selections affec
the diagnostic performance of both decision models. T
best linear decision model achieved ROC area index
0.7060.06. It utilized the first two features~F2 ,F12! selected
by the stepwise linear technique. Contrary, the best A
achieved a significantly better diagnostic performance~AZ

50.8260.06!. The ANN utilized five features~F10, F9 , F5 ,

FIG. 2. The independent ROC area index with the corresponding error
for each texture feature.

TABLE II. Comparison of feature selection methods in terms of ROC ar

Selected features LDA ANN

All 0.5360.07 0.6460.07
Stepdisc

F2 ,F12 0.7060.06 0.6860.07
F2 ,F12 ,F4 0.6960.07 0.6860.06
F2 ,F12 ,F4 ,F11 0.7060.06 0.6760.07
F2 ,F12 ,F4 ,F11 ,F5 0.6960.06 0.6960.07
F2 ,F12 ,F4 ,F11 ,F5 ,F7 0.6760.07 0.6560.09

MI
F10 ,F9 0.5860.07 0.7360.07
F10 ,F9 ,F5 0.6160.07 0.7260.05
F10 ,F9 ,F5 ,F1 0.5960.07 0.7060.08
F10 ,F9 ,F5 ,F1 ,F2 0.6060.07 0.8260.06
F10 ,F9 ,F5 ,F1 ,F2 ,F3 0.6060.07 0.7560.07

JMI-A (b50.5)
F10 ,F9 0.5860.07 0.7360.07
F10 ,F9 ,F3 0.5560.07 0.6760.07
F10 ,F9 ,F3 ,F2 0.6460.07 0.7460.08
F10 ,F9 ,F3 ,F2 ,F1 0.6260.07 0.7860.07
F10 ,F9 ,F3 ,F2 ,F1 ,F4 0.6160.07 0.7360.07

JMI-B ~Euclidean!
F10 ,F3 0.5160.08 0.6460.07
F10 ,F3 ,F1 0.6460.07 0.6660.07
F10 ,F3 ,F1 ,F2 0.6360.07 0.7960.08
F10 ,F3 ,F1 ,F2 ,F4 0.6160.07 0.7660.06
F10 ,F3 ,F1 ,F2 ,F4 ,F11 0.6760.07 0.6960.07
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F1 , F2! selected independently based on their MI cont
with respect to the diagnosis.

It is interesting to observe that when the feature selec
was optimized using a linear technique, the nonlinear de
sion model~ANN! was unable to improve upon the diagno
tic performance of the linear decision model~LDA !. How-
ever, the ANN was able to capitalize on the diagnos
potential of the MI-selected features while LDA showed
disappointing performance with any of the MI- or JM
selected features.

The feature selection techniques based on the JMI con
produced subsets of features that worked better with
ANN than the LDA. However, neither one of the two JM
approximation techniques implemented in this study w
able to achieve better diagnostic performance than the in
pendently selected MI-based features. The differen
though were not statistically significant.

Finally, the GA-optimized feature selection process w
computationally very demanding. As mentioned before,
GA search was implemented for 50 generations. After
proximately five generations, certain feature combinatio
started emerging as more diagnostically successful. In
ticular, featuresF1 , F2 , andF5 remained present in the mos
successful chromosomes until the end. The GA recogni
the feature subset$F1 ,F2 ,F5 ,F10% as the optimal one by the
end of the thirty-eighth generation. This feature subse
slightly different from the one selected using the MI-bas
approach$F1 ,F2 ,F5 ,F9 ,F10%. Actually the feature subse
$F1 ,F2 ,F5 ,F9 ,F10% was identified by the GA after only six
generations. The GA-based search continued until it remo
featureF9 . Although the overall ROC area index achieve
by the ANN is the same using either subset, the GA elim
nated a redundancy~F9! that was maintained by the MI
based approach.

D. Effect of the MI approximation technique on
feature selection

The number of bins selected for the histogram approxim
tion of the probability distributions relevant in MI calcula
tions is an important issue. More bins allow for more d
tailed representation of the probability distributions in E
~7!. However, these details may be nothing more than no
caused by the small sample size in each bin. The poten
estimation error can substantially alter the results of a stu
Given the small number of positive cases, this is a seri
concern with our dataset.

As mentioned before, it is a common practice to det
mine the number of bins empirically by trying several diffe
ent values that remain fixed for all features. We explored t
approach as well. Specifically, we performed the MI estim
tion by setting the number of bins to a fixed value~3, 5, 8,
and 10! for all features. The lower and upper values we
selected as follows. If we assume that all features are Ga
ian, then according to Sturge’s rule the appropriate num
of bins is (log2 N11). Since there are fewer number of pos
tive (N518) than negative (N572) cases, a conservativ
estimate is five bins (log2 1811). In addition, we studied the
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TABLE III. MI- and JMI-selected features based on histogram approximation with a fixed number of bins
comparison, the table includes the features selected using a variable bin number determined accordin
Gaussianity rule. The features are listed in the order they were selected.

Three bins Five bins Variable bin number

MI F2 ,F11 ,F9 ,F10 ,F5 ,F3 F10 ,F5 ,F2 ,F11 ,F1 ,F9 F10 ,F9 ,F5 ,F1 ,F2 ,F3

JMI-A F2 ,F10 ,F5 ,F9 ,F8 ,F1 F10 ,F3 ,F2 ,F12 ,F11 ,F4 F10 ,F9 ,F3 ,F2 ,F1 ,F4

JMI-B F2 ,F11 ,F12 ,F1 ,F3 ,F4 F10 ,F5 ,F9 ,F8 ,F1 ,F2 F10 ,F3 ,F1 ,F2 ,F4 ,F11
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extreme case of using only three bins. Ten bins were sele
as the upper end that is justified by the results in Sec. II

The following are the subsetsSN of features in the orde
of their ‘‘information content’’ whereN is the fixed number
of bins employed for histogram approximation:

S35$F2 ,F11,F9 ,F10,F5 ,F3 ,F12,F4 ,F7 ,F6 ,F8 ,F1%,

S55$F10,F5 ,F2 ,F11,F1 ,F9 ,F4 ,F6 ,F7 ,F12,F8 ,F3%,

S85$F10,F5 ,F2 ,F11,F6 ,F9 ,F12,F7 ,F4 ,F8 ,F1 ,F3%,

S105$F10,F5 ,F11,F4 ,F8 ,F9 ,F1 ,F7 ,F2 ,F3 ,F6 ,F12%.

The overall ordering of the features changed substanti
depending on how many bins were used for the histog
approximation. However, certain texture features con
tently prevailed as more important~F2 , F5 , F9 , F10!. It is
interesting that when the very conservative number of th
bins was employed, the two features with the highest MI~F2

and F11! are the ones that have independently the high
ROC area index. This result suggests that a very small n
ber of bins may be more appropriate for this particular da
base. Implementation of the two JMI techniques using th
and five bins produced the feature subsets presented in T
III. Although the JMI-A technique based on three bins a
the JMI-B technique based on five bins worked the be
neither one selected feature subsets that achieved ANN R
area indices higher than the best one reported in Table
Both techniques, however, recognized that the feature c
bination $F1 ,F2 ,F5 ,F9 ,F10% is diagnostically important.

IV. DISCUSSION

By definition, a CAD tool can be considered as a syst
that reduces the uncertainty about a medical diagnosis
using information in the feature vector. Many CAD tools a
based on elaborate image processing schemes that pro
feature vectors with high dimensionality. In practice, add
new features to a CAD tool can often degrade its diagno
performance. This effect is well known in pattern recogniti
as the ‘‘curse of dimensionality.’’10 Consequently, optimiz-
ing feature selection in any CAD scheme is crucial.

The main focus of this paper was to investigate the mu
information concept as a feature selection criterion in CA
This was primarily a comparative study based on a sm
database of clinically challenging perfusion lung scans. T
study showed that the MI concept lends itself to some ex
ing possibilities not available with the feature selection te
niques traditionally used in CAD. Some of them are d
cussed below.
l. 28, No. 12, December 2001
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Mutual information is a measure of information conten
As such, it can be used to measure the information conten
a feature or set of features and the desired output~i.e., correct
diagnosis!. Individual features or subsets of features w
low information content can be excluded from a CA
scheme. Utilizing a criterion to eliminate irrelevant or redu
dant features is by no means a unique concept. Step
linear discriminant selection is based on the same idea. H
ever, the MI selection criterion can offer advantages beca
it measures not only linear but general dependencies. If n
linear dependencies exist among the available features
they are diagnostically important, then the MI-based a
proach is better suited to nonlinear decision models suc
the popular ANNs. Our study certainly confirmed that. Wh
feature selection was ‘‘optimized’’ using a linear techniqu
both the linear~LDA ! and nonlinear~ANN! decision models
achieved the same diagnostic performance. When the
tures were selected based on the more general MI conc
the ANN achieved a significantly better diagnostic perfo
mance than the LDA. It should be noted that the feat
subset that proved to be the most diagnostically important
the ANN included non-Gaussian features.

Due to its computational simplicity, the stepwise line
selection is a common practice in CAD applications. Ho
ever, researchers have recognized the limitations of fea
selection techniques that capitalize on the linear relations
of features. Genetic algorithms were introduced in CAD
address precisely this issue. Although efficient, GAs
computationally very demanding because both feature se
tion and decision modeling are executed simultaneously
the GA. As the number of available features increases,
GA approach becomes impractical when implemented wit
complex decision algorithm and an elaborate data samp
scheme. In our study, the GA approach was computation
very demanding primarily due to the leave-one-out sampl
scheme. Our study showed that the MI-based selection t
nique is a competitive alternative. Given our database,
subsets of MI-selected features were similar to those ide
fied by the GA as diagnostically important. Since the M
based feature selection is executed before decision mode
is performed, it is a computationally affordable techniq
with databases that contain hundreds of available texture
tures.

There is an important issue related to the MI estimat
from a finite set of samples. It has been shown before35 that
as the number of bins increases, the histogram approxima
technique tends to overestimate the mutual information
to the finite data size effect. Authors have hypothesized
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this overestimation effect should not affect the relative ord
ing of the features.20,21 However, this is true only if the data
partition reflects the underlying probability distribution fo
each feature. That was certainly a critical issue with o
dataset given the small number of positive cases. Fea
ordering changed substantially based on the number of
utilized for the estimation of MI and JMI. Although the ove
all ordering of the features changed depending on how m
bins were used for the histogram approximation, certain t
ture features consistently prevailed as more important~F1 ,
F2 , F5 , F9 , F10!. How to determine the number and size
each bin is an ongoing research topic in information theo
Sophisticated adaptive discretization techniques have b
proposed for the task.36–38 In practice, we found that the
variable bin number approach depending on the Gaussia
non-Gaussian nature of the data worked well for our stu
However, a very conservative fixed selection for the num
of histogram bins~three or five! produced very similar re-
sults.

At first glance, it is surprising that the JMI-based tec
niques were unable to improve the CAD performan
achieved based on the MI-selected features~Table II!. Such
result implies that there were not necessarily strong red
dancies among the diagnostically important features. Ap
ently, this is not true since the GA was able to recognize
~featureF9!. However, given the small number of truly pos
tive cases, it is expected that the MI estimation between
two texture features was highly biased affecting the ove
stepwise ordering of the selected features. The small da
can cause substantial fluctuations on the estimated MI s
many histogram bins remain ‘‘unoccupied.’’ These fluctu
tions increase the estimated MI because they are interpr
as important structure details of the joint probability dist
bution. Overestimating the MI between two texture featu
means overestimating their degree of redundancy which
affect substantially the results of the JMI-based feature
lection techniques.

Another important issue with feature selection from lim
ited datasets is the bias introduced when the same data
used for feature selection and classifier development.31,39

Both the stepwise linear technique and the MI-based fea
selection techniques were implemented using the wh
dataset in our study. Therefore, the CAD performance m
have been overestimated in both cases. However, due to
comparative nature of our study, this potential bias sho
have a limited effect on the conclusions. Theoretically,
GA approach is immune to that bias since the feature se
tion and decision modeling are performed simultaneousl

Finally, the CAD model that appears to work best for P
diagnosis is an ANN that utilizes four texture features: an
lar second moment~F1!, contrast~F2!, inverse difference
moment~F5!, and difference entropy~F10!. The overall di-
agnostic performance of the ANN was 0.8260.06 based on a
set of clinically challenging perfusion lung scans. The AN
performance is comparable to that achieved by an exp
enced nuclear medicine physician~AZ50.8160.08! and an
ANN that utilizes multifractal textural information~AZ

50.8160.06!.28 It should be noted however that the phys
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 12, December 2001
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cian’s diagnostic performance was based on the patie
complete set of imaging studies~perfusion scan, ventilation
scan, and chest radiograph! and not only on the perfusion
lung scan.

To summarize, our study showed that the mutual inform
tion is a promising feature selection criterion for nonline
CAD models. It appears to bridge nicely the computatio
simplicity of the stepwise linear selection techniques w
the effectiveness of the genetic algorithms. Special atten
should be placed on MI estimation from limited datasets.
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